ATHLETIC NUMBERING ATTACHMENT

DiGiT

2”, 4”, 6”, 8”, 10” and 12”
One or two color.

Shown is a four color press with a two color, 8” DiGiT numbering system
Convert ANY* rear clamping manual press into a numbering machine in 20 seconds

1. Tired of using heat transfers, stencils, or turning away number printing jobs?

2. The DiGiT is a clamp-in numbering system designed to fit YOUR press.

3. The DiGiT slide locates each number for fast and precise printing.

4. With DiGiT, you print consecutive numbers as fast as regular spot printing.

Features:
- Print 2 to 3 times faster than any other comparable number system!
- Register numbers instantly and precisely with an easy to see sight rail.
- No flash necessary for 2 digit, single color prints.
- Unique sight rail with target makes printing easy.
- Have a side clamp machine? We have a solution, call us for information.

DiGiT attachment with detent and site rails

Complete kits include pre-exposed screens.
Choose from 7 available fonts.
Film positives, blank screens also available

DiGiT Jr.

4”, 6” and 8”
One color only.

Shown with 8” screens on a V-1000 with no additional springs. Made to be used on lighter duty presses and uses 20”x24” user supplied screens.

Advanced Number Spacing

Compensates for the narrow #1 by allowing 5 unique positions for each digit from 0 to 9.

*V1000 kits includes HD head upgrade and V2000 kit includes double gas springs.
*Requires a well built press with the capacity to hold a 26 lb attachment and at least two print heads for one color or four for a 2 color number.